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About EZ Greece DMC
Since 1991, EZ Greece has been active in designing Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and
Events (M.I.C.E.) in Greece. We operate as a DMC in Greece, specializing in uniquely organizing
your event bundled with venue selection, hospitality services, gastronomy, accommodation,
happenings, audio-visual production and branding all tailored to your objectives and budget.
EZ Greece was created to honour Greece. Our team recognizes the immense value of this
historic terrain. We are trying to introduce the global community to this country and make
it aware of its beauty, its MICE infrastructure and its rich diversity.
For us, designing experiences in Greece is a way of life woven into our daily reality. By
combining our M.I.C.E. expertise with our knowledge of Greece, we reap rewards by witnessing
participants’ joy of experiencing our services!
What makes EZ Greece different? Our clients have remarked that it is all about the authenticity of the experience and the possibility of delivering the extraordinary in each and every
aspect of their time in Greece!

About Greece
Greece & the Greek Islands are known for 3 things: ancient
civilization, amazing landscapes and high developed tourism
and MICE infrastructure.
Really beloved by people, Greece is so rich in culture and
beauty that it never seems to be completely explored, no
matter how many times you visit it. After all, this is one of
the reasons that brought it in the list with the top 20 tourist
destinations worldwide.
We are proud to state that “Greece can host any kind of event”! The diversity in venues
in Greece is rich, sophisticated and meet high standards, able to host events from 20 up
to 8000 guests. Your choices can rank from a floating venue, beach location, hip modern,
industrial venue up to historical locations that have recently been offered for event charters.
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